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		Dwarf Fortress may be the most complex video game ever made, but all that detail makes for fascinating game play, as various elements collide in interesting and challenging ways. The trick is getting started. In this guide, Fortress geek Peter Tyson takes you through the basics of this menacing realm, and helps you overcome the formidable learning curve.

	
		The book’s focus is the game’s simulation mode, in which you’re tasked with building a dwarf city. Once you learn how to establish and maintain your very first fortress, you can consult the more advanced chapters on resource management and training a dwarf military. You’ll soon have stories to share from your interactions with the Dwarf Fortress universe.

		
			Create your own world, then locate a site for an underground fortress
	
			Equip your party of dwarves and have them build workshops and rooms
	
			Produce a healthy food supply so your dwarves won’t starve (or go insane)
	
			Retain control over a fortress and dozens of dwarves, their children, and their pets
	
			Expand your fortress with fortifications, stairs, bridges, and subterranean halls
	
			Construct fantastic traps, machines, and weapons of mass destruction
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Java(tm) for S/390® and AS/400® COBOL ProgrammersMC Press, 2000
Written by mainframe and midrange professionals George Farr and Phil Coulthard, Java for S/390 & AS/400 COBOL Programmers is designed to help COBOL programmers make the jump to Java. It teaches COBOL programmers how to read and write Java programs and helps them understand the concepts necessary to continue to improve their Java skills. Rather...
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Cybercrime Investigative Case Management: An Excerpt from Placing the Suspect Behind the KeyboardSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Investigative Case Management is a "first look" excerpted from Brett Shavers' new Syngress book, Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard. Investigative case management is more than just organizing your case files. It includes the analysis of all evidence collected through digital examinations, interviews,...
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Infectious DiseasesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	
		The Third Edition of this definitive reference provides comprehensive guidelines on the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of every infectious disease seen in current clinical practice. More than 300 world-class practitioners detail the full range of clinical infections, microbial agents, viruses, mycobacteria, fungi, and parasites...
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Camtasia Studio 8 - Advanced Editing and Publishing TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your Camtasia Studio videos to the next level with expert tips and advanced features


	Overview

	
		A step-by-step guide that will help you plan, storyboard, and script your videos
	
		Explore advanced video editing tools
	
		Produce and publish for a range of devices
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Deliver First Class Web Sites: 101 Essential ChecklistsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2006
"Deliver First Class Web Sites: 101 Essential Checklists"is the only organized and easy-to-use compilation of guidelines, checklists and tips for building modern, best-practice Websites.
 Drawing on dozens of books, studies, and research papers, this book distills not-so-common wisdom into 500 digestible guidelines &...
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Diseases of the Heart, Chest & Breast: Diagnostic Imaging and Interventional TechniquesSpringer, 2007


	The International Diagnostic Course in Davos (IDKD) offers a unique learning

	experience for imaging specialists in training as well as for experienced radiologists

	and clinicians wishing to be updated on the current state of the art and the

	latest developments in the fields of imaging and image-guided interventions.
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